Contact Details
Name of Act: AGMagicians
Artistes: Alex Rowley and George Rowley
Primary Contact Email: george@agmagicians.com
Primary Contact Phone Number: 07941 521 469
Secondary Contact Email: contact@agmagicians.com
Secondary Contact Phone Number: 07982 145 631
Website: http://www.agmagicians.com/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/agmagicians/
Showreel Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvqkCWihP10
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Profile
We’re George and Alex, otherwise known as AGMagicians, father-and-son professional magicians
ideal for parties, special occasions, and a variety of events!
We bring something unique and different to each of our performances: Something that gets people
talking, keeps them excited during the event and makes the whole thing more memorable for
everyone involved.
We love performing magic: George has been doing it for nearly 30 years and Alex has been
performing for over 15 years - more than half of his life.
We get people involved, laughing and smiling straight from the beginning. When clients book us,
they get a set of laugh-out-loud tricks, mystifying magic and incredible entertainment that can be
tailor-made for all ages and any client’s situation, from friendly, professional and reliable father-andson magicians.
We always create magical moments that are funny, puzzling and entertaining, adding real value,
amazement and surprise to our client’s events, making them more memorable and lifting the whole
atmosphere whilst providing entertaining and engaging magic.
Our feedback shows why we are so highly recommended for anyone looking for magical
entertainment – you can see this on our website. We can do magic suitable for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate Events e.g. Office parties, Awards dinners, Fairs, etc.
House Parties
Mix and Mingle
Sitting or Standing
Table magic
Walkabout
Family & Children’s magic
Specialised Performances
Mystery Room
Mind Reading

Our magic is a great way for people to get together and share something special with friends, family,
colleagues and others. It doesn’t matter what, where or when the event is, whether it's a corporate
event, in the home or a restaurant, care home or event centre, if it’s a birthday, holiday party, a
seasonal celebration, or part of a social club or group, what we do is an incredibly fun, engaging and
unique experience ideal for all ages and occasions!
We will make sure everyone has lots of fun, enjoys themselves and remembers the event for a long
time afterwards. We’re happy to tailor what we do to fit in to client’s setting, schedule and guests.
Our magic, mind-reading and mentalism creates a unique twist that is perfect for an audience
looking for something thought-provoking, mystifying and stimulating. With a range of performance
options - from family shows, table magic, Mystery Room entertainment and mix-and-mingle, we are
ideal magicians for parties, special occasions, and a variety of events!
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Set List
Walkabout/Table/Mix-and-Mingle/Sitting or Standing – 60 to 120 Minutes – Suitable for parties,
events, celebrations and corporate functions, we can stroll around the room or hop from table to
table, performing our amazing magic.
Specialised Performances – 30 to 120 minutes – These performances can be made bespoke for
occasions such as Christmas parties, hen or stag do’s, Award Ceremonies and more.
Mystery Room/Mystery Tables – 30 to 45 minutes each, across an event - We take our standard
performance and amplify them creating a more intimate, close up and personal experiences with up
to 10 people at a time.
Tradeshows - Variable timings – We know that companies need to stand out during tradeshows,
conferences and fairs, and magic is a brilliant way to do that. From spreading brand awareness and
attracting leads to the stalls, organisations that have hired us for their shows are always happy with
their increased results.
Stand-Up Shows – 30 to 60 Minutes
•
•
•
•
•

Psychological Artistry: Thoughts Allowed– Mentalism with our unique twist of humour.
The Spook Show – A spooky show focused on hauntings.
Licence to Fool – A close-up show full of mysteries and delights.
Beyond Belief – Duplicating the psychic experience of the Victorians.
Comedy Magic – A light-hearted romp through a variety of magic.

Specialist Packages
Parties and Events – 60 to 120 minutes
With this, our clients get a variety of fun, feel-good and mysterious tricks that they and their guests
will love seeing up-close and personally.
We specialise in parties that are suitable for all ages - whether it's a birthday party for a familymember or partner, a special occasion like an anniversary or graduation, a spooky themed event for
Halloween, a surprise party (often with us as a unique gift!) or a magical Christmas celebration, our
magic is perfect for getting our clients and their guests excited, engaged and entertained!
Our adult-focused magic is also suitably funny, mysterious and engaging for the more grown-up
audiences. Including more mature themes, with some longer set pieces and a greater focus on
psychological magic, our adult-focused performances work great for work-dos, stag and hen nights,
dinner parties and more when there aren’t people younger than 18 around.
We always work with our clients to make sure the guests have lots of fun and enjoy themselves. We
create magic moments that are funny, puzzling and entertaining, adding real value, amazement and
surprise to your event, making your party more memorable and lifting the whole atmosphere whilst
entertaining and mystifying your guests and get them talking about it for weeks to come!
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Weddings & Civil Ceremonies – Variable timings
People’s weddings and civil partnership ceremonies are one of the most special days in their lives –
and we are always honoured to come and share a bit of our magic on this most memorable
occasion.
We’re always flexible and happy to fit in with the plans on their special day. If they want some magic
during the reception, whilst people are having their photos taken, between the union service and
food, or after the speeches are done, we’re the best magical entertainers for doing so!
With us, our clients get that variety of fun, feel-good and mysterious tricks which celebrate the
happy couple’s love and relationship, along with the ones people love seeing up-close and
personally. All of this makes sure the happy union is remembered for years to come!
Children’s & Family (Mr. Magicals) – 30 to 60 minutes
As Mr. Magicals, Alex is the most entertaining magician for a family and children’s party!
Described by many happy customers as ‘absolutely hilarious’, ‘fabulous entertainment’ and
‘fantastic service all round’, Mr. Magicals brings professional and fun entertainment to that most
special occasion in a young person’s life: their own party.
Magic is a great way to get the little ones together and share something special with their friends
and family. It doesn’t matter whether it's in the home, a restaurant or event centre, if it’s a birthday
party, holiday party, school assembly, part of the Cubs, Scouts, athletics club, if it's a bar or bat
mitvah, seasonal or festive, Mr. Magical’s unique brand of comedy, fun and magic is an incredibly
rewarding experience for any young person and their family.
Funny, silly, full of energy and always memorable, Alex loves to bring some high-quality and
wonderful magic to children’s celebrations as Mr. Magicals.
Mind Reading – 30 to 120 minutes
Psychological Artistry is a style of psychological magic and mind reading that has been made popular
by many amazing performers such as Derren Brown.
The Psychological Artistry Live Mind Reading Shows are for the adult audience seeking something
thought provoking and mysterious – a unique form of entertainment which offers a comedic twist on
the conventional magic approach.
There’s no better way to experience psychological magic and Psychological Artistry than to see it live
and right in front of you: being part of something where you can personally witness what most
people ever only see on television.
Ranging from close up to a small group of people, to mix-and-mingle at parties and events to a larger
group, perhaps it’s a mystery table experience where guests and attendees can come in and out, or
even crowd pulling events at trade shows and restaurants, a Psychological Artistry Live Mind Reading
show is great for all occasions!
All of these shows, packages and performances can be made to be completely flexible and can be
combined, as every function and event are unique. We always talk to the clients and see what service
they’re after to ensure the best and highest-quality performance possible.
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Testimonials
These are just a few testimonials we’ve received over the last 8 years of working together. To see
more, go to http://agmagicians.com/#section-reviews
“Wow! What a fantastic, entertaining act for
my party. Loved it, thanks. Will definitely be
booking again.”

“Lovely evening at our coffee shop.
Booked these gents for another show. Great
fun.”

Sarah Spare,
Lichfield

Pete Mays,
Business Owner, Halesowen

“Fantastic. George and Alex came to our care
home for Halloween. Father and son team
entertained our residents with some spooky
magic.
Lots of clever trickery and spooky tales
enjoyed by all. I would highly recommend.”

“Alex has amazing showmanship, he’s absolutely
hilarious and had us in stitches the whole time
he was at my house whilst also kept us amazed
with his magic. We all had such an amazing time!
Would definitely recommend and have him or
George at my next party! Thank you again so so
so so much!”

Maxine Hipkiss,
BUPA Care Home, Dudley

Harpreet Singh,
Leicester

☆☆☆☆☆

☆☆☆☆☆

☆☆☆☆☆

☆☆☆☆☆

“Just a brief note of thanks to George and Alex
for helping to get my party off to such a good
start. I know everyone loves a “bit of magic”
but there were many very favourable
comments about the great entertainment
they provided. I shall certainly remember
them for the future.”

“Loved every moment of it! George and Alex
kept the group (there were about 25 of us)
engaged, entertained and surprised throughout.
They shared some great tricks. Great people and
fabulous entertainment! Thoroughly
recommend”

Chris Plunger,
Stourbridge

Melanie Pledger,
Author, Birmingham

“Great entertainment at our recent family
BBQ and enjoyed by all, including the children.
Some very good tricks, lots of laughs and
incredible close up magic. Excellent.”

“These two are worth every star given! I can
honestly say each and every one is unique and a
pleasure to attend!
WELL RECOMMENDED!”

David Jackson,
Coventry

Susie Lawrence,
International Hypnotherapist, Lincolnshire

☆☆☆☆☆

☆☆☆☆☆

☆☆☆☆☆

☆☆☆☆☆
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“George and Alex were absolutely great, I'd
definitely recommend them.”

☆☆☆☆☆

“Saw one of their coffee and magic shows. Lots
of laughs from this super fun and quirky duo.
Would definitely do again :)”

☆☆☆☆☆

Laura Hackett,
Care Specialist, Liverpool

Rachel Ann,
Operations Manager, Solihull

“Fantastic day. Alex and George come across
as very knowledgeable yet humble which
makes connecting with the group so much
easier. Would easily recommend it to my peer
group.”

“I thoroughly enjoyed the whole day - Their
passion for their craft, their unpretentious
delivery of their content and their humour make
for a truly entertaining and enlightening day.
Highly recommended!!”

Tony Leake
Director of Mindset Academy, London

Karen Padgett,
London

☆☆☆☆☆

☆☆☆☆☆

“Really fun and informative. Thank you,
George and Alex, for a great time. A must do
day for anyone!”

“Fun, informative, engaging, different - a truly
magical experience!”

Michael Pulman,
Executive Coach, Birmingham

Lindsey Hood,
Artist & Designer, London

☆☆☆☆☆

☆☆☆☆☆

“George and Alex are so generous at sharing their skills and knowledge Their enthusiasm for
magic is infectious! Thank you so much for a great show. Thoroughly recommended!”

☆☆☆☆☆

Lorne Mitchell,
Business Owner, London
“Spending the day with George and Alex is one of the best things you can possibly do! The
Psychological Artistry show was superb in every way - I had a huge amount of fun and learned a
few things along the way too!

☆☆☆☆☆

Adele Bryant,
Author & Business Owner, Stoke-on-Trent
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Pictures From Across Our Events
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Previous Clients
We have worked with thousands of people from across the UK, Europe and the USA. Here are just a
few businesses and organisations who have hired us:
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Public Liability & Professional Indemnity
Insurance
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